
Hello 

Occasionally the PC -900 will be shipped with the default language being some-thing other than English.  

We make every attempt at catching this BEFORE shipping, but occasionally one will slip through the cracks! 

I fully and completely understand how frustrating this can be having been in your position trying to change the 

language to English when the language you are try-ing to read on the menu prompts are other than English!  

Please use the below “go-by” to help you through the menu steps. 

I would also suggest taking "white out" and "painting the D" button white (see below) so when in the field and 
you want to start recording, you just press the white button and don't have to count buttons.

Please also take care when inserting the SD card not to force it, or insert it in on an angle. The card will jam.

Jim Nanos 
PI GEAR 

A—Power button (on/off)    

B—Mode button 

C—Menu button 

D—”OK/PLAY” button 

E— “UP” selector button 

F— “DOWN” selector button 

TOP OF PC 900 

STEPS: SELECTING LANGUAGE

#1:PRESS “A” (power button) One time—hold in approx. two seconds unit comes on. 

#2: PRESS “C” (menu button) two times 

#3: PRESS “F” (down button) five times 

#4: PRESS “D” (ok/play button) one time 

#5: PRESS “E” or “F” (up or down) to scroll to highlight “ENGLISH”

#6: PRESS "D" (ok/play button) one time

#6: PRESS “A” (power button) and turn unit off 

You can now turn the unit back on and the language will be set to English 

MAKE SURE TO INSERT A CLASS 10, HIGH SPEED SD CARD, 64 GB OR SMALLER OR 

THE UNIT WILL NOT RECORD. 

STEPS: SETTING TIME / DATE

#1:PRESS “A” (power button) One time—hold in approx. two seconds unit comes on. 

#2: PRESS “C” (menu button) two times 

#3: PRESS “F” (down button)  two times

#4: PRESS “D” (ok/play button) one time 

#5: PRESS “E” or “F” (up or down) to scroll and set time and date

#6: PRESS "D" (ok/play button) one time ( also D to move to next selection)

#6: PRESS “A” (power button) and turn unit off 

You can now turn the unit back on and the time and date will be set

NOTE: The screen on this unit has a thin 
protective cover. please use your 
fingernail and remove the cover before 
use otherwise the screen may appear 
used or scratched.

PAINT WHITE 

James
Line




